Abstract: Humans develop skills as they go through their lives: some are fairly common, such as reading, but others are developed to maximise employment opportunities. These skills develop over a long period of time and are much rarer. Here we consider whether we can exploit this reality in the security arena, specifically to achieve a stronger form of authentication. Authentication has traditionally been performed based on what users know, hold or are. The first is the most popular, in the form of the password. This is often referred to as "knowledge-based" authentication. Yet, rigorously following guidelines for password creation produces forgettable gibberish and nonsense strings, not knowledge. Nonsense is hard to remember and users engage in a number of coping strategies to ameliorate this, and these tend to weaken the authenticator. It would be beneficial to find a way of reducing this memorial load, to identify a more usable mechanism. This is hard: usually reducing the memorial load also makes the secret easier to guess. The challenge is in finding a way to reduce memory load while holding the line as far as strength is concerned. Here we contemplate exploiting recognition of artefacts resulting from experts practicing their craft: "skill-based" authentication. This should reduce the memorial load and effort, but also, crucially, make it harder for a random intruder to replicate. We report on how we trialled SNIPPET, a prototype of an authentication mechanism that relied on an expert programmer identifying his/her own code snippets from successive challenge sets. We found that our participants were all able to identify their own code snippets and that other participants were unable to guess these, even when they observed the legitimate person authenticating beforehand. These findings are not conclusive given the small number of participants but they do show promise and suggest that this is an area worth pursuing. We conclude by returning to the three NIST-identified forms of authentication and consider how SNIPPET can be positioned within the general authentication arena.
INTRODUCTION
The PIN challenge issued by the ubiquitous ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) is a good example of an authentication mechanism encountered by the man and woman in the street in the course of their everyday lives. There is no report of complaints about having to remember the secret PIN when ATM machines were deployed in the 1960s. This is probably because in those days people only had to remember one or two PINs, not the multiple PINs and passwords they have to remember today.
As computers permeated all aspects of business life, the password was the obvious choice for restricing access, given the fact that the end-user had probably had experience of an ATM machine and could thus rely on a prior understanding of the concept. Fernado J. Corbató, the project leader behind one of the first systems to use passwords, Compatible Time Sharing System (CTSS) [1] , explained that although passwords seemed theoretically strong, in practice many problems emerged. People routinely compromised security by choosing weak passwords [2] , and by writing them down and sharing them [3] . A lot of this behaviour was driven by the fact that they had too many passwords [4, 5] , and because they had previously forgotten passwords and had no desire to repeat the experience. Blaming the users is the natural response, and the obvious next step is to try to persuade or coerce them into abandoning these behaviours. This, while intuitively the right course of action, is bound to fail, since it does not eliminate the cause of the behavioural effect: users don't want the inconvenience of a forgotten password ( Figure 1 ). If we can reduce the prevalence of the cause, the resulting uncceptable behaviours might be less likely to occur. Perhaps in response to the wide-spread issues related to traditional secret-based mechanisms, Apple recently released an iPhone with a fingerprint sensor that essentially introduced biometrics into the mainstream consumer market. The device sold an estimated 9 million in its first few days after release [6] . Pankati [7] predicted at the turn of the century that biometric-based authentication was the future. He argued that since tokens were easily misplaced and it was easy to forget passwords, the only future direction for authentication was the dependable and indisputable biometric [7] . It is interesting that Apple appears to have come to the same conclusion, albeit 13 years later.
There are naturally concerns about the use of such an authentication mechanism. The approach is easily fooled by fake fingers [8] . Moreover, it appears to dissuade device sharing which is something many phone owners want to be able to do [9] . It is interesting that Apple has decided to include such a relatively novel authentication mechanism in their mainstream products. The convenience of access control for the device owner is probably considered a selling point although the recent revelations by Edward Snowden [10] might well give iPhone owners pause with respect to the potential destination of their fingerprint template [11, 12] . There is, however, a certain clarity in the choice of this authentication solution. In theory, the mechanism relies on both the owner and device being co-present and one can readily see the attraction and simplicity of such a guarantee as far as security is concerned.
Despite Apple's recent innovation, however, the reality is that biometric-based authentication remains relatively novel and passwords not only persist, they reign supreme, as the de facto authentication approach across the globe. In effect, passwords have become the default authentication solution for almost every context and user. This brings us back to the apparently intractable problem related to passwords: the tension between strength and memorability. Here we offer a way of ameliorating this problem.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2. explores the concept of "What you Know" authentication. Section 3. explores the idea of a genuine knowledge-based authentication mechanism, leading to the concept of "skill-based" authentication. Section 4. reports on a survey of programmers to determine whether they thought they would be able to identify their own and others' programming code. The survey results suggested that empirical verification would be beneficial. Section 5. reports on a pilot study we carried out to test a "skill-based" authentication mechanism. Section 6. reconsiders authentication in general and positions our mechanism, SNIPPET, within the authentication arena. Section 7. concludes.
"WHAT YOU KNOW" AUTHENTICATION
"What you know" authentication is the process of confirming a claimed identity through knowledge of a secret, one known only to you and the authenticating party. Since it is a secret, individuals are advised to memorise it and not to record or share it. The secret itself could be a public event or record, but the use thereof must not be revealed.
The alphanumeric password is the best known implementation of "what you know" authentication. There are two reasons for this:
1. the concept of passwords is one which is centuries old and is easily understood by both users and developers; and 2. the interaction mechanism, i.e. the keyboard, is over a century old and one can easily enter passwords without additional training or expense.
This made passwords the authentication mechanism of choice for early systems, such as CTSS [1] , and operating system designers such as Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie.
The problems with passwords emerged soon after their initial deployment. They immediately proved difficult to use and remember [13] . The situation has barely improved as technology has advanced. If anything, as the world becomes increasingly connected, the ubiquitous use of passwords becomes even more problematical. News stories detailing the problems caused by the improper use of passwords are not a rare occurrence. The Federal Trade Commission, for example, has recently taken legal action against Wyndham Hotels after the organisation failed to properly protect the financial information of 500,000 customers, resulting in damages of $10.6 million [14] . The organisation generated weak and simple passwords that were compromised by attackers and allowed them to install software to capture information.
The use of simple passwords is not particularly surprising as users will create simple passwords to avoid the inconvenience of not be able to complete a task, since they have probably forgotten a password previously and do not want to repeat the experience [15] . The following excerpt, extracted from a complaint submitted by the Federal Trade Commission, offers evidence of the use of simple passwords in the aforementioned case, as follows:
"For example, to allow remote access to a hotel's property management system, which was developed by software developer Micros Systems, Inc,. Defendants used the phrase "micros" as both the user ID and password"
The use of such simple strings for the convenience of a few individuals led to dramatic inconvenience for 500,000 paying guests. A great deal of expense, in terms of time and money, was spent rectifying the problems caused by this irresponsible authorisation mechanism.
However, passwords that are difficult to remember also incur costs for organisations. The estimated cost of password bureaucracy, such as replacement and recovery, is an estimated $17 per call [16] . Moreover, an estimated 30% of call volumes are associated with passwords [16] . Consequently, not only is there a cost associated with each call, there are also a considerable number of calls to cope with.
Despite these problems, the vast majority of authentication in 2013 falls into the "what you know" category. This is often termed knowledge-based authentication, which seems intuitively correct. This seems to be based on the assumption that there is a natural mapping, allowing one to substitute "what you know" with the word "knowledge". Actually we are going to argue that this is misguided, that the terms are not as interchangeable as they seem.
In fact "what you know" may, over time, progress into knowledge, depending on its nature, but such a progression is by no means guaranteed. To support this argument we need to examine the distinction between data, information and knowledge ( Figure 2 ).
• Data: Data is simply data: no use to anyone until someone provides the context. So, for example, consider the number: 2.5, a simple piece of data.
There is no way of knowing what that number refers to.
• Information: If we add context and explain that this is the number used to convert a measurement from inches to centimetres, the data has become information, because it now has meaning. It is not yet knowledge, however.
• Knowledge: Knowledge is defined by the Oxford dictionary as: "the theoretical or practical understanding of a subject". In other words, knowledge implies an understanding of how to use the information to solve some problem. If one is given the dimensions of a room in inches and asked to calculate the area of the room in cm 2 , the information just provided would be applied in order to solve the problem. The person would also have to know how to work out area using the width and breadth and know how to multiply the dimensions by the conversion value to arrive at the correct result. This implies an understanding of how to use the information, and success suggests that you do indeed possess that knowledge.
Knowledge and skills take time to develop, and this process cannot be short-circuited [17] . The benefit is that knowledge and skills are not easily disrupted. The nature of the knowledge and skill acquisition process seems to make a durable footprint on the user's mind that does not easily decay, even with age, especially when learnt before retirement [18] . Moreover, retrieving the knowledge requires less effort than recalling a nonsense data string effortfully memorised and possibly forgotten. Nonsense is forgotten because the brain is economical and performs neural pruning on networks that are not deemed essential [19] . The more interesting and stimulating something is, the more easily it will be remembered. Nonsense is neither stimulating nor interesting, and is deliberately pruned.
It is also of interest to note that the above mentioned "levels" as one progresses from data to knowledge also, to a certain extent, map to the first three levels of Bloom's well-known taxonomy of the cognitive domain [20] . The following lists the first three levels as presented by [20] , and briefly shows how these levels relate to the distinction between data, information, and knowledge.
• Remember: This is the lowest level of cognition. Remember is the ability to retrieve relevant facts from memory but does not include the ability to relate the retrieved facts to a specific context.
• Understand: If we add context to remembered data a person has the ability to understand the data, "construct the meaning of instructional messages" [20, pp. 30 ], but does not necessarily have the ability to apply it correctly.
• Apply: The third level of the cognitive domain is being able use the information correctly in a given situation or context. This level of cognition thus clearly requires the person to have knowledge, as defined above. Now consider authentication. Here is some advice given by CERT [21] for choosing a password:
• Don't use passwords that are based on personal information that can be easily accessed or guessed.
• Don't use words that can be found in any dictionary of any language.
• Develop a mnemonic for remembering complex passwords.
• Use both lowercase and capital letters.
• Use a combination of letters, numbers, and special characters.
• Use passphrases when you can.
• Use different passwords on different systems.
A password chosen according to these guidelines is more akin to data than it is to knowledge. If a password has meaning, it has become information. If it is information then attacks become easier to carry out. Users use information instead of data as passwords so that the password will not be forgotten, Such an information-based password has meaning, usually something related to the user him or herself. This action potentially weakens the password since an attacker who knows the user will be more likely to be able to guess it. Figure 3 shows how the drive for strong passwords conflicts with users' motivation to choose memorable and meaningful passwords. 
We have to test someone's skills or understanding of an area, which is much harder than asking them to produce an alphanumeric string. Moreover, testing this kind of knowledge requires provision of context, since knowledge is always applied within a particular context. Such context should not constitute a cue to any would-be intruder.
C 2 Soundness: It should not be possible for another expert in the area to authenticate: we have to ensure that the mechanism authenticates only the legitimate expert user [22] .
C 3 Cost-Benefit Balance: It must be possible for a user to demonstrate this knowledge quickly and easily, so that authentication does not become too time-consuming or inconvenient [23] . There are clear challenges inherent in testing genuine knowledge that meets these constraints. This kind of authentication is a relatively unexplored category, which is understandable given these constraints. The following section explores the issue of testing knowledge and skills in an authentication setting.
MOVING UP THE PYRAMID
Generally, one can test "what you know" in one of three ways: recall, cued-recall or recognition [24] . All of these require some memorial effort with effort decreasing from recall, to cued-recall to recognition. Testing recall-based memory offers the recaller no assistance: they are required to remember the item unainded. This becomes increasingly difficult as users age [25] . Moreover, since knowledge is applied in context, pure recall-based testing is unsuitable since it does not satisfy the first constraint.
Cued-recall mechanisms provide cues to help the user to recall the authentication secret. The provision of cues in this setting, while essential in testing knowledge, is problematical since cues have to assist the legitimate user but not any random intruder who happens to be skilled in the same area.
An example of the use of cues in authentication is the Cueblot mechanism [26] which displays an inkblot-like image to trigger the user's memory when they have to authenticate. Since the cueblot is sufficiently abstract it does not act as a cue for other users, but only for the legitimate user. What this paper confirms is the difficulty of providing a legitimate user with a cue that will not make sense to another user. The cueblot cue does not really test expert knowledge, however, so this particular technique will not be useful in implementing genuine knowledge-based authentication.
Another example of a cued-recall mechanism is Zviran's associative passwords which probe a user's personal experience [27] . This quiz-based approach extracts several pieces of knowledge from the user at enrolment. The individual is presented a series of fact-based and opinion-based questions. A fact-based question would be 'What was the first school you attended?', while an opinion-based question would be 'What is your favourite film?'. The problem with this mechanism is that it is too time-consuming at authentication, thus not satisfying the third constraint: adequate balance of cost and benefit. However, this example exploits an aspect of skilled practice that will be very useful to this research: the experience of the user. We might be able to exploit this to meet constraint number two: distinguishing different experts from each other, since every expert has different life experiences.
Cued-recall authentication provides the essential context the skilled user needs to demonstrate possession of skills but it does so in a way that makes authentication time-consuming, and, as such, is probably infeasible. We will thus explore the last remaining possibility: relying on recognition. Recognition-based mechanisms most often display grids of images and require the user to click on their own image from the challenge set ( Figure 5 ). A number of these have been proposed [28] [29] [30] [31] asking users to identify faces, representational or abstract images from challenge sets. Recognising is easiest for users, since all they have to do is click on their own secret image in order to authenticate: it is cognitively the least demanding mechanism. It meets the first constraint since it provides context. It also comes closer to meeting the third constraint since it takes less time than a cued-recall mechanism.
The second constraint is harder to meet. Most recognition-based authentication mechanisms do not personalise the images used by the mechanism, using the same images for the entire user population. Unfortunately, when users are allowed to choose from a common dictionary their choices are predictable [28, 32] . Perhaps they are still trying to find meaning in their secrets so as to prevent the secret from being forgotten.
How can we ensure that only the legitimate user can recognise and identify the correct image in the challenge set? Here we deploy the concept that Zviran [27] highlighted: the experience of the user. Experts often produce artefacts as they practice their skills. If we test recognition of these artifacts, rather than mere expert knowledge, we ensure that the user possesses both the skills and the actual experience. They should be able to remember that they engaged in a practice that produced the artifact. It must be admitted that not all skills leave artefacts: medical doctors, for example, do not necessarily produce artefacts. Other professions, though, do: examples include programmers and artisans such as carpenters and builders.
The second constraint, soundness, can be split into further sub-categories. Renaud and De Angeli [33] argue that the security (soundness) of an authentication mechanism means that it will be unpredictable, abundant and undisclosed. The first two seem to be focused primarily on the strength that comes from the size of the dictionary a secret authenticator is drawn from, which refers to the unpredictability of the mechanism. The third appears to be more related to the obscurity of the mechanism than the dictionary size: the need to keep knowledge of the secret from others. Moreover, this particular list of requirements does not include the need for the knowledge to be easily memorable, which undeniably contributes towards its soundness as an authenticator. Hence soundness must incorporate the following ( Figure  6 ):
The non-availability of the authenticator can be assured in two ways. The first is secrecy, ensuring the imposter does not gain knowledge of the authenticator. The second is security, keeping the autheticator out of the reach of would-be imposters even though it may not be secret. If the secrecy technique is used the authenticator does not need to be unique but if the authenticator is secured by keeping it out of reach then it has to be unique or at least arguably unique.
C 2 (b) Unpredictability has two aspects:
Dictionary Size: It should not be easily possible to attribute the artefact to the creator or at least to narrow down the possible identity of the artefact based on knowledge of the user. The size of the dictionary is only relevant when a potential intruder cannot predict which element someone will choose. Hence the selection process must be unpredictable, but, having made that choice, it should be impossible for someone easily to guess it. The artifact should not be in the public domain if a recognition-based mechanism is going to be used. So, for example, one could not make use of a famous artist's paintings to allow the artist herself to authenticate. Other examples of easy attribution exist. For example Argamon [34] shows that it is possible to determine the gender of a writer from their written text. Estival et al. [35] show how analysis of an email can tell you even more about the author. This means that a paragraph written by a skilled writer would be unsuitable for use in authentication.
ii Abundance: It must be possible to find viable distractor images. For example, if we make use of handwritten mathematical proofs to authenticate mathematicians, we would have to display the user's proof, and then as distractors in the challenge set a number of proofs written by other mathematicians. We would expect the expert to identify their own proof, in their own handwriting.
C 2 (c) Recognisability (Memorability): It must be possible for users easily to recognise their own artefact. Since they have created the artefact themselves, this should help them to recognise it [36] .
Matching Process Capability: Does the matching process deliver a definitive answer, or does it deliver a confidence level? The former constitutes more soundness than the latter. We will attempt to meet these constraints by personalising the authentication secret. Users already do this intuitively when they choose passwords that are related to themselves i.e. information rather than data. Here we propose to advance another level up the pyramid (Fig. 3) .
Personalising Authentication Secrets
Humans can recognise a lot of things about themselves. For example their own voices [37] , their own handwriting [38, 39] , their own performance (pianists) [40] odour [41] and gait [42] . Hence images that are related to the user should make them easy to recognise but it might well also make them easier to guess. There are other ways of maximising recognition success. For example, a graphical mechanism using facial images could be tailored to maximise recognition by tailoring the entire challenge set to the age [43] , race [44] and gender [45] of the user. This would help the user but not make things easier for an attacker. All these variations would personalise the images to maximise the legitimate user's chances of being able to remember and identify their images.
Some authentication schemes have attempted to make use of personalised images. Dynahand [46] relies on the user being able to recognise his or her own handwriting (Fig.  7) . It collects 10 examples of participants' handwritten numerals at enrolment. It then generates random PINs using the user's own handwritten numerals, and generates distractors from other users' handwritten numerals. Four challenge sets are displayed, and each time the user picks out the displayed PIN written in his or her own handwriting. A casual observer has less chance of gaining access to the user's account later because what is being tested, i.e. handwriting recognition, is relatively obscure and less easily cracked than a straightforward set of pictures. Moreover, it is completely effortless for the user. Renaud [30] deployed this technique as one stage of the Handwing authentication mechanism to control access to a website used by a community group where the community members very successfully identify their own handwriting to authenticate. The mechanism also exploits the user's ability to recognise their own hand-drawn doodle and has been very successful -and is still being used 10 years later. Renaud [47] also tested the same concepts with a graphical authentication mechanism that used Mikon (my icons) images (Fig. 8) . Users drew these using a browser-based engine. The majority of the participants in the study were able to remember all their Mikons successfully after a three month period of non-use. These examples serve to show that personalised images are recognisable but we don't yet know how predictable they will be.
Personalising Secrets for Experts
The schemes mentioned thus far did not exploit a particularly stringent or rare skill: almost everyone can write and draw. They do, however, demonstrate that people have the potential to remember, and to recognise artefacts resulting from their skilled practice. In the case of the drawn images, the images are more memorable than passwords because they rely on visual, lexical and kinaesthetic memory [48] rather than mere textual memory. We propose to extend this concept to test whether experts can recognise the outputs from their own skilled actions, in this case programming language code. It takes thousands of hours to become a competent programmer [49] . Although there are millions of programmers in the world, the number is significantly smaller than those who can write and draw.
Let us consider programming code snippets in terms of the constraints introduced earlier in this section.
Undisclosed:
Programming code is often not in the public domain -it is essentially hidden from view. Open source code is the obvious exception but it is not clear that a programmer's particular style would be recognised by anyone else.
2. Unpredictability: Requires empirical testing.
3. Abundance: Finding viable distractor images is trivial if the snippet is of a widely used programming language. It is also entirely possible to automate the generation of such distractors, which would make abundance a non-issue.
4. Recognisability: It should be possible for programmers to recognise their own code. Craik and Tulving [50] argue that the development of memory traces should be considered in terms of depth of processing.
Programming is a cognitively demanding task and so the production of an artifact should lay down strong memory traces. The advantage is that using snippets of code would not require the user deliberately to memorise anything. This addresses the primary root cause of insecure password behaviours.
Matching Process Capability:
We can perform an exact match at authentication.
From the above list, we see that unpredictability and recognisability need to be verified. Before we proceeded to testing these aspects though, we wanted to find out from skilled programmers whether they thought this scheme had any merit.
FACT FINDING
In order to determine whether this idea had any chance of succeeding, we started off by posting an online survey. We advertised it via developer forums and to our respective institutions' postgraduate students. 198 programmers responded to our survey. The majority (179) had been programming for more than 3 years with the largest group (60) in the 5-10 year category. Figure 9 shows the distribution of programming languages used by the respondents. Some people mentioned C#, ASP, Javascript, PL/1, Perl and Assembler. The most commonly used language was Java. We provided a box for comments.
80% of the respondents agreed with the statement: "Every Programmer has his/her own programming style". Figure  10 presents the responses. This appears to confirm the findings that people develop personal styles [51] . Some comments from the respondents:
"programmers I knew all looked to add their own personalisation -it is their baby" "It's a mistake if a programmer doesn't have his/her own programming style as it is important to recognizing your own programs" "Programming is an expression of thoughts much like poetry. So a programmers individual style will be reflected in the piece of code that he/she develops. Bottom line is there can be several alternative solutions for a single problem, and different programmer may adopt different style. "
"Yes, it's like writing where every author has his own writing style as well. " 44% felt sure they could identify their own code, with another 43% being unsure ( Figure 11 ). One said: "My own typing style is distinct (the whitespaces, the way I comment, variable naming, etc). I'm sure I can identify snippets of my own code among others". Only 20% felt they would be able to identify another programmer's code even if they knew the person well (Figure 12 ).
The survey responses convinced us that it would be beneficial to trial a scheme which tested whether (1) people could recognise their own code (recognisability) and (2) people could recognise each others' code (unpredictability).
EXPERIMENT
Our survey of programmers made it clear that while many of them felt they had a particular programming style, only 44% felt they would be able to identify their own code. Our findings had suggested that skill-based authentication demonstrated some promise, but it was clearly necessary to verify these soundness aspects empirically. We carried out a proof of concept experiment into the use of "skill-based" authentication. The area of expertise we focused on was programming, since we possessed this skill ourselves and we worked in an environment that gave us access to a number of expert programmers. The aim was to design an authentication mechanism which would authenticate programmers based on their own programming skills, a genuine knowledge-based test. A recognition-based graphical authentication system which used snippets of code, instead of images, was implemented. We hoped to show that programmers would be able to recognise their own code, but that others, even those who are experts in the same language, would not easily be able to recognise the person's code snippet.
Our participants were 20 programmers, Masters students who had been together in the class for some 9 months and so knew each other fairly well. We asked them to provide five snippets of code in Java, since this was the most widely used language mentioned in our questionnaire. They were asked to avoid snippets containing comments. This constituted enrolment.
We then asked them to return a week later to see whether they could identify their own code from four challenge sets. Participants were required to identify their own code snippet from four challenge sets, each composed of 16 code snippets. Distractors, and targets, varied each time the user tried to authenticate since we had more code snippets than we needed for one authentication attempt. An example challenge set is shown in Figure 14 .
To verify the two aspects identified as needing verification in Section 3, we tested recognisability (memorability) and predictability of the code snippets. 
Results
Recognisability: Identifying Their Own Code All participants were able to identify their code, some almost immediately, but some needing some time to examine the snippets in the challenge set. We did not record timings since these would not have supported analysis with so few participants. We asked the participants what particular aspect of the code made it memorable. Some of them stated that they identified their variables, others functionality or Java class names. One participant identified his secret sequence of images in less than a minute as the variables were expressed in his national language, whereas the others were in English.
Predictability: Guessing Another's Code None of the "attackers" managed to identify another's code images, both when they observed the authentication and when they just tried to guess it. This is probably due to the fact that Figure 14 : An Example Challenge Set the images and the distracters are varied so the attacker would need to identify the programmer's style and not one specific piece of code.
Participant Comments
We asked participants to express their opinions about the mechanism when the experiment concluded. All reported finding it easy to locate their own code snippets. 17 of the 20 believed it would be impossible for anyone else to identify their images. Some specific comments:
"The idea of having code images as passwords is unique and I believe holds a good future" "First time I used this mechanism was a bit difficult but gradually it became easy for me. Moreover I believe it is easier to remember images than text-based passwords."
DISCUSSION
To end off this paper we return to the issue of authentication in general in order to position SNIPPET within the arena. To position authentication in terms of access control, consider that a person who wishes to access restricted information or services has to prove that they have the right to do so. This is a two-step process: identification followed by authentication, proof that the person claiming the identity does indeed own it.
The identifier needs to be unique but does not have to be secret. The most often used identifier is a username or email address, neither of which is necessarily secret.
NIST published a guideline for authentication in 1977, which argued that authenticators could fall into one of three categories: what you know, what you are and what you hold [52] . This model is simple and easy to understand but, in 2013, probably fails to capture the nuances of a rapidly changing authentication and identification arena. It is time to pose two pertinent questions:
1. Are the NIST categories still all-encompassing?
2. Do instances of the "big-three" authentication categories meet the soundness constraints?
Are the NIST categories still all-encompassing?
A number of new mechanisms have been proposed in the intervening years since NIST published their categories. Here we will provide a few examples, and show how/whether they fit into one of the already-proposed categories. This list is not exhaustive, but does provide a flavour of the research activity in the interim.
• NIST Categories y also tried to guess one other person's codes having observing them authenticating.
-What you know: This field has moved on from the humble password. Later developments require a user to draw a picture [53] [54] [55] [56] . The latest incarnation of this kind of mechanism is the sketch-based mechanism on the Android [57] . Others require users to remember positions within an image [33] . There has also been a great deal of work relying on people's memory of images [31, 58] or faces [59, 60] rather than an alphanumeric string.
-What you hold: Traditional card ownership is moving to mobile phone ownership. Al Fairuz and Renaud [61] utilise the mobile phone channel to deliver a one-time password to authenticate transactions. Other examples are wearable keys [62] and RFID tags [63] . A relatively new addition to this category is the embedded chip. These can be used to gain access to controlled areas such as homes and offices, and grant access to electronic devices such as mobile phones. These chips have proved to be an emotive issue with privacy and bodily integrity concerns [64] .
-What you are: in this area much work has been done in the intervening years. Fingerprint readers have started to appear in products such as laptops (eg. IBM Thinkpad) and mobile phones (eg. iPhone 5S). There is also a growing body of research focusing on behavioural biometrics: authenticating people according to the way they use their device [65, 66] .
• New Categories -What skill you can demonstrate: An example of this is the work by Tao and Adams, who propose an authentication mechanism inspired by the ancient Chinese board-game, Go [67] , which relies on the user knowing how to play the Go game.
-Who you know: Brainard [68] proposed a new kind of authentication, based on someone you know rather than something you know. This adds a social aspect to authentication, which has traditionally been a solo exercise.
-What you associate: Smith proposes the use of word association to authenticate [27, 69] . This is fairly unique because every human reasons in a slightly different way. However, it is very time consuming.
Hence the original three categories have been augmented in the interim but it must be noted that these additional kinds of authentication have not been embraced by industry, probably being seen as novel and, as yet, unproven. Moreover, there is contention about whether some of the mechanisms mentioned above are indeed authenticators or actually identifiers. The following section will consider the second question above for the three traditional authentication categories.
Authentication Category Soundness
Non-disclosure, by means of secrecy, seems an obvious requirement when it comes to "what you know" mechanisms: users know that they ought to withold their passwords from others. If the secret is remembered and retained the legitimate user will always gain access, and imposters will be resisted. Unfortunately the newspapers abound with stories that prove that passwords are often not retained. There is a suggestion that humans find it difficult to keep secrets [70] and that revealing secrets is cathartic [71] . It must be acknowledged that in the secret-based academic literature the kind of secrets being referred to are those that people tend to be ashamed of, so these findings might not apply to keeping passwords secret. Still, there is a social element to password sharing that suggests that there is more to divulging password secrets than mere carelessness [72] [73] [74] . Hence increased availability compromises the non-disclosure of the mechanism.
For tokens, availability is ensured by keeping the token secure, i.e. close at hand. They can, unfortunately, be lost or stolen quite easily. Tokens are thus usually paired with knowledge or a biometric so that they can serve as authenticators. Given that the soundness of the token is so easily compromised, and the fact that they require a second factor in order to support authentication, we should perhaps refer to tokens as private identifiers. They are more secure than self-proferred usernames because their availability is somewhat restricted. Yet on their own they do not reliably authenticate the card holder, so they cannot realistically qualify as authenticators.
The third NIST category is the biometric. The most popular of these is the fingerprint, perhaps unsurprisingly since it is has the most established use in other contexts, such as law enforcement [75] , and readers are relatively inexpensive. Much has been written recently about the use of fingerprints to protect mobile devices, and this has been made a major selling feature of the new iPhone 5S, but unfortunately it is the case that these digital fingerprint readers are not infallable [76] . The Chaos Computer Club spoofed the iPhone fingerprint biometric within a week of it being released, merely by copying a person's fingerprint onto a piece of paper. [77] This highlights one of the biggest problems with biometrics: the fact that they are not secret. Many countries collect them when people travel there, users leave them all over their homes, desks, wherever they go. Having obtained the fingerprint, there are some who know how to create a fake finger which can fool a biometric reader [8] . This means that possession of the biometric does not automatically authenticate the user: there is a chance that the person presenting the biometric is an imposter. Even if the legitimate user is presenting the biometric it sometimes fails to authenticate the user since the matching process is not an exact science.
This leads us to the second requirement: soundness. A password challenge leads to a binary decision: match or no match. There are no grey areas inbetween. With a biometric, on the other hand, there is a matching process that leads to a confidence level: the biometric reader is seldom if ever going to deliver a 100% match between the stored template and the currently presented biometric. Soundness depends on a number of factors, ranging from the quality of the reader to slight changes in the biometric that happen quite naturally, perhaps as users age. Hence a ruling made when a biometric is presented is more in the nature of "eliminating reasonable doubt" rather than being able to rule definitively in one direction or another.
Given that they fail the soundness constraint, perhaps biometrics, too, should be referred to as private identifiers, once again stronger than a user name, but perhaps not entirely suited to use in an authentication context.
All the authenticators from the three original categories seem to have flaws but tokens and biometrics seem particularly problematic. This confirms the fact that authentication in the digital world is much harder than it seems at first glance.
In proposing mitigation, we have chosen to focus on the the most common authentication mechanism, "what you know" authentication. This is the mechanism most users are familiar with, and it is most accessible and usable, so this is where amelioration might deliver the greatest benefit. It seems that passwords fail because humans cannot remember them and because they are so easy to divulge. This makes them choose information-rich, and easily guessed, passwords or compromise their secret passwords by recording them. Weidenbeck argues:
"A better way to overcome the password problem is to develop password systems that reduce fundamental memory problems" [78, p . 105]
Hence we should try to address the memorability issue. If there were a way to ease the password's memorial load and to make guessability probematical we might well strengthen the mechanism.
The research reported here seems a viable direction to take in terms of strengthening "what-you-know" authentication since it addresses memorability issues, and because skill artefacts are more unpredictable than passwords. However, it could reasonably be argued that soundness could be compromised when one programmer wishes to guess another's password, since they share the same skill set. Thus SNIPPET adds another dimension: action-planning memory, thus exploiting the generation effect [36] . An imposter does not only have to have the same skill set, they have to have the other part of the secret, the personal involvement with the production of the authenticator artefact, in order to be able to identify the correct target image. The authenticator artifact is the result of an expert deploying their skills. Our small pilot study has shown that, even amongst Java programmers who knew each other well, this second dimension helped to resist guessing attempts. 
Summary
We have to consider whether the distinction between identification and authentication has blurred in our digital age. Biometrics have traditionally been an identification mechanism in the pre-IT world, and not used as authentication mechanisms. When one tries to use an identifier as an authenticator you come up against all the same problems you would for any unproven identity.
Tokens, as exemplified by bank cards and others of their kind, are also identification mechanisms. The holder of the card always has to proffer further proof that they do indeed have the right to hold the card: to verify their identity. The driver's licence has a biometric: the person's face, and in South Africa their fingerprint too. Thus the combination of token and authenticator acts as convincing evidence that the holder of the card is entitled to claim the identity.
Only "what you know" mechanisms really keep the identifier completely separate from the authenticator. Given this desirable characteristic, it is definitely worth trying to bolster this mechanism to address its one big flaw: the memorial load imposed on users. A way to strengthen "what-you-know"authentication is to remove need for the user to deploy coping mechanisms, i.e. to reduce the possibility that they will forget their authenticator. SNIPPET does this, by testing the expert's ability to identify artefacts that result from their practicing their trade, i.e. the evidence of their expert practice. From the evidence we have gathered this seems to be completely effortless, since it is encoded at a level in the brain that is not easily eroded.
Whereas this skill-based mechanism performed well, there is one issue that remains: the cost-benefit balance [22] . For the users the mechanism delivered a good cost-benefit balance since no effort was involved in recognising their own code snippets. They provided these snippets themselves, which gave the advantage of recognisability but since they were produced by skilled actions they were also less predictable than other schemes where users provided their own images [29] . Yet the manual selection of distractors, in order to ensure maximum strength, means that the system, as implemented, was not scalable. These images must be chosen carefully and should be purposely similar to the user's sequence of code snippets, in terms of programming language and perhaps the language used for the variables. In this way we could maximise the possibility that the distractors do not weaken the mechanism by making the target stand out. Clearly automatic generation of such distractors would be an interesting topic for further research.
Finally, even though users are less likely to forget their SNIPPET secrets, it is possible that this, in itself, will not deliver sufficient benefit to persuade organisations to expend the extra effort required to deploy SNIPPET.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have argued that the common and garden password cannot reasonably be referred to as an instance of "knowledge-based authentication". Passwords are ideally meaningless and therefore more akin to nonsense than knowledge. We have also pointed out the flaws of the two most popular alternatives: tokens and biometrics, and concluded that they could perhaps be more aptly used as secure identifiers. They do not really satisfy the soundness constraint required of authenticators.
We have tested skill-based authentication, structured as a recognition-based graphical authentication mechanism. We found that it was possible successfully to test recognition of the artefacts resulting from the practice of skilled activities in an authentication setting. Moreover, such authentication appears to be both memorable and resistant to shoulder-surfing and guessing attacks. There is admittedly a problem related to scalability of the solution in an industrial setting and this is an area that merits further consideration. Certainly these preliminary findings suggest that further research is worthwhile.
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